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Vertical Platform Li� - Hybrid
Residential and Commercial Application
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Platform Enter/Exit Configurations & Sizes

Clear Platform 
Width (A)

Clear Platform 
Length (B)

Finished 
Hoistway 
Width (C)

Finished 
Hoistway 

Length (D)

Straight Through Configuration

36" 48" 51 1/2 " 491/2 "

36" 54" 51 1/2 " 55 1/2 "

36" 60" 51 1/2 " 61 1/2 "

42" 60" 57 1/2 " 61 1/2 "

Enter/Exit same side Configuration

36” 48” 51 1/2 ” 53 1/2 ”

36” 54” 51 1/2 ” 591/2 ”

36” 60” 51 1/2 ” 651/2 ”

42" 60" 57 1/4 " 651/2 "

90° exit configuration

36"* 60" 53 1/2 ” 651/2 "

42" 60" 591/2 " 651/2 "
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* Indicates exclusive to Symmetry Elevating Solutions
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Available only through Symmetry Elevating Solutions

Convenient access to all levels

*This brochure is intended for informational purposes only
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Whether it’s commercial or residential use, outdoor or indoors, 
Symmetry Vertical Platform Li�s eliminate the barrier that stairs 
can cause for people with limited mobili�.

The Symmetry Hybrid looks and feels like an elevator, but operates 
like a li�. Available in many di�erent sizes and configurations, 
features include a full height cab, non-load bearing ceiling, and a 
wide varie� of optional features and finishes. Customize the doors 
and cab to match the s�le and décor of your commercial facili� 
or home.

The entire Symmetry VPL Product Line is designed around ADA 
4.11 compliance and public and private accessibili�.

750 - 1,000 pound capaci�
Speed: 30 FPM
Li�ing height: Up to 168”
A.W.A.R.E. system (Active Wiring, Accessories, Relay, and 
Electronics Diagnosis)*
Constant pressure up/down control switch installed on the 
platform
Constant pressure, elevator-s�le, hall control station provided 
at each landing
Roped Hydraulic Drive System with Submersed Power Unit
Pit depth: 6” minimum (8” preferred)
Top landing ceiling overhead: 96” minimum
Automatic cab lighting
Emergency lights

Wide varie� of custom fixtures and interior designs
Remote mounted controller and hydraulic pump
ADA phone for both indoor and outdoor models
Key switch to lock platform and landing controls

36” W x 48” D              36” W x 54” D
36” W x 60” D              42” W x 60” D
Custom: _____ inches width x _____ inches depth

Straight through
90° adjacent
Enter/Exit same side

The information contained below is intended for layout design 
only and should not be used for construction. Please contact the 
local representative for a job specific drawing.

Warran�
Symmetry Vertical Platform Li�s come with an industry leading four (4) year warran� 
on parts and basic unit, including all electrical and drive components.

Alarm and emergency stop switch
Grab rail
Landing interlocks keep doors closed/locked when
the platform is at another landing
Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) for car lowering and 
automatic gate operation (if provided) in the event of power 
failure
Manual lowering
Rupture valve (Type “C” Safe�)
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